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Abstract— In recent years the email providers adopt cloud 

storages to store email messages and attachments. As email 

becomes more frequent in business communications as more 

and more sensitive data and documents are sent via emails 

and therefore effective security to protect emails from 

unauthorized activity and security attacks. Email service 

providers are undergoing research on preventing exploits 

and vulnerabilities. Email security is threatened by a range 

of issues like email spoofing, spam mails, session hijacking 

and more threats are encountered by email users. There 

should be protection to email data that are stored in cloud as 

any breach or attacks types using machine learning 

techniques occurs in cloud storages so protection of data 

should be provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Online storages are being widely used to store confidential 

and private data. Securing such information is increasingly 

difficult task. The number of interconnected computers get 

increased day-by-day. The usage in distributed and cloud 

computing increases the risks in security and integrity of the 

files stored in it. The access mechanism to online storages 

are fragile and being exploited due to its design mechanism. 

The flaws in the system are used by the attacker and security 

breaches happen as the attacker finds the way to gain super 

user privileges by bypassing the access control mechanisms.  

In this paper, we deliver the way how the data in the shared 

storages can be securely stored and transported. This system 

stores all the user files encrypted as cryptography is the 

powerful tool that can be used to protect the confidential 

data. The files can accessed only by the authorized users. 

The data is leak proof, data are safe even the users 

passwords are stolen by the attackers and it focus on data 

integrity, monitoring the changes to the data avoiding the 

sensitive information vulnerable to exposure. The files are 

shared to requested users by OAuth2.0 authorization, users 

are no need to share their credentials to other users for 

sharing their files and the access grant can be revoked any 

time by the file owner. The users no need to worry for their 

passwords to be uncovered for sharing of the files and the 

data can be seen only by the authorized people as we ensure 

confidentiality of the documents. 

II. FILES ACCESS AUTHORIZATION USING OAUTH2.0 

A. Authentication: 

Authentication is about verifying the identity of the user 

knowing the user who they say they are. Authorization is a 

process by which user is allowed to access that they want to 

have. The files are restricted to the selected group of people 

here authentication plays an important role to providing 

access to those people who are to be access. 

B. Authorization: 

Authorization is the process of providing access to selected 

resources in a multi-user computing system. If a user 

successfully logged in the system the system identifies what 

are the resources that can be accessed by the current logged 

in user and how much time can user be logged in and use the 

information stored in the system. 

C. Access Request 

When a new user request access to the resource of another 

user, the user has to know the resource owner. It is provided 

with the file name. The requesting user sends a access 

request to the resource owner and gets the access grants 

from the resource owner. 

D. Roles in the Resource Access: 

1) Resource Owner: 

The protected resources are data that is to be shared. These 

data belongs to the users of the system and user can grant 

access to their data to other known users. 

2) Resource Server: 

The server hosting the protected resources, which can 

validate and accept tokens and provide the requested 

resource.  

3) Client: 

The client in this application is another user who make 

request on protected data stored in resource server. The 

request on resource is made behalf of the resource owner. 

The client can be anybody this does not refer to any 

characteristic and can be a client request from a desktop or 

an application running on a handheld devices. 

4) Authorization Server: 

After authentication is made successfully by the client. The 

authorization server issues access tokens and it is accepted 

by the client. The authorization server can be with the 

resource server or can be of different server in this project it 

is in same server. [3] 

E. Protocol flow: 

In this application we provide a rich authorization 

framework with well-defined security properties. The access 

to storage system protected by a resource server on behalf of 

resource owner. When a user request for a protected file the 

access grant is provided by the access token which is issued 

by authorization server.  

When a document is to be shared by resource 

owner to requested user. The user request for the resource 

access which in return the resource owner login through 

authorization server with login credentials. 
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Fig. 1: App 

The authorization grant is provided by the 

authorization server in behalf of owner of the resource. The 

requested client using authorization grant request for an 

access token from the authorization server which is provided 

to the client for resource access. The client can now access 

the protected resource with the access token. 

The resource server after receiving the access token 

validates the token and provide access to the protected 

resource. Each access token grants access to specific 

resource for a specific defined duration. The resource at any 

time revoke the access grant issued to any client. 

III. INFORMATION SECURITY USING ENCRYPTION 

Encryption is the conversion of digital information or data 

into cipher text so that it can be read only by authorized 

persons after decrypting the cipher text. Cryptography is the 

science of encrypting the message using mathematics. A 

cryptographic algorithm work in combination with a key to 

encrypt a plain text and decrypt the cipher text with the 

same key, it has some security issues as anyone other than 

the authorized person can decrypt the message. It is solved 

by public key cryptography as it uses public key, which 

encrypts the data to cipher text and a private key, decrypts 

the data. The public key cannot be used to decrypt the data 

so it is safer than symmetric encryption methods.  

Symmetric encryption is a cryptographic technique 

the algorithms based on this technique uses algorithm that 

share the same key to encrypt and decrypt data. They take 

less time to process a large document in real-time. There are 

two modes the operations can be performed, either block 

mode or stream mode some algorithms uses both the mode 

to perform the operations. The problem with this technique 

is with the transportation of the secret key if anybody get the 

key there are chances to modify the document. 

Asymmetric encryption, to overcome the problems 

faced by symmetric encryption the asymmetric encryption is 

introduced. This algorithm uses two different keys to 

encrypt and decrypt. The sender and receiver will have 

separate keys. The public key is with the sender it can be 

shared with anyone who sends the message and the private 

key will be with the receiver which is used to decrypt the 

messages. 

Cryptographic Protocols, Roughly speaking, crypto 

protocols deal with the application of cryptographic 

algorithms.  Symmetric and asymmetric algorithms can be 

viewed as building blocks with which applications such as 

secure Internet communication can be realized. The 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) scheme, which is used in 

every Web browser, is an example of a cryptographic 

protocol.  

Asymmetric encryption is done by three algorithms AE = 

(L, R, F): 

1) The algorithm L returns a pair of randomized keys 

(pk, sk) by performing the L function operations. 

The pk is the public key which is used to encrypt. 

The sk is the secret key used to decrypt the 

information. We write, 

(pk, sk) ←
$
 L 

( pk, sk) be the pair of keys returned.  

2) The encryption is done by encryption algorithm R 

it takes input the plain text and the public key pk 

which is returned by randomized algorithm L. The 

algorithm may not state full. We write C ←
$  

R pk ( 

M) or C ←
$
 R(pk, M) for the operation of running 

R on inputs pk, M and letting C be the cipher text 

returned. 

3) The deterministic decryption algorithm F takes the 

secret key sk and a cipher text C ! = ⊥ to return a 

message M. We write M ←F sk (C) or M ←F (sk, 

C). 

A. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP): 

The tremendous growth in email users in recent years tends 

the email service providers to make their service hassle free 

and secure since there is growth also in who crack the 

system. Two schemes that widely used to secure email 

communication are Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and 

Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (S/MIME). 

We use follow PGP in our application as it is an open 

standard 

A number of reasons are sited for such growth: 

1) PGP available for free for all platforms like UNIX, 

Linux. It has vendor support for commercial 

requirement. 

2) It is constructed on the most extensive common 

review based algorithms and considered secure. It 

is based on some algorithms like RSA, DSS, for 

symmetric encryption it uses triple DES and hash 

coding by SHA-1. 

3) It provides standardized prompts for encrypting 

files those who wish to communicate with others 

securely to both individuals and corporations. 

4) PGP is not under the governance of any 

organization or government. Commercial versions 

are available for past few years 

5) PGP can provide privacy using MIME so that the 

mail headers are protected from being modified. 

6) Using PGP keys multiple number of messages can 

be encrypted. 
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1) PGP Keys: 

PGP keys can be securely stored in public key ring, it 

contains all trusted certified keys from introducers. The keys 

of other people whom you trust can be stored in key ring so 

it will be easy to encrypt the messages while sending to 

others. The digitally signed messages can be sent through 

PGP as to ensure that messages are came from the 

individual as mentioned as sender. Private Key and public 

keys can be stored in files called as key rings 

B. Secure / Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 

(S/MIME): 

S/MIME provides a consistent cryptographic security to 

send and receive secure MIME data. It provides data 

integrity, authentication, security and privacy to emails 

using this standard. The phishing emails can be send to you 

with the name of your trusted person this can be avoided by 

S/MIME by digitally signing the mails you are going to 

send. The MIME is the sub-part of the mail. The MIME is 

signed, compressed and encrypted to form a entity and each 

MIME entity is converted to canonical form that is 

unambiguously identified where the signature is created and 

verified. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The user authentication to the protected resources in the 

system is provided by the TOTP algorithm. Each user when 

login to the system provided by a key which is notified to 

the respective user emails. When other user want to access 

the protected content which is not owned by them, the 

access grants are provided using OAuth2.0 framework. All 

the sensitive files that are stored in the cloud resources are 

provided security with encrypting them and all the emails 

are secured by PGP and S/MIME so there are no chances for 

the data integrity violations to the data and messages send 

by emails.       

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the secure file storing in distributed and 

insecure storage environments. There are many factors that 

influence the integrity and consistency of the information. In 

this paper the file confidentiality and integrity is ensured by 

digital signature and OAuth2.0 authorization protocols. The 

sharing of the files is done to known users only so the data 

stealing is prevented.  

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The key management for the encrypted files has to be done 

efficiently as in this model the user has to store it in a non-

encrypted database. The Key pair should have consistent 

information about the digital information about the user of 

the key and should provide an identity in the real world. 

A repository for keys should be provided to store 

the public keys of the users, so the other users can find their 

public keys and send their protected messages to them. The 

private key should be provided to the system by scanning 

the RFID tags as it will be easy for the user to search 

important keys which are tagged with respective tags. The 

RFID tags can be provided for fetching important 

documents as time consumption can be reduced for 

searching the documents in the repositories. 
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